








VOCABULARY

SUSURRATION

Meaning : a soft, whispering, or rustling 

sound, or a murmur.

Synonyms : Buzz, Drone, Grumble, 

Hum

Antonyms : Roar, Scream, Shriek

Sentence : When he rose to speak, the 

chamber was filled with susurrations.



REARRANGEMENT 

OF SENTENCES

PART 2



In questions given below, a sentence is given which is 

divided into FOUR parts such that the parts are jumbled and 

do not make a meaningful sentence. Rearrange the following 

parts to form a grammatically correct and meaningful 

sentence and choose the correct rearrangement from the 

options given below each question. 



Scientists have discovered (A)/ that may pave way for 

sustainable ways to clean up oil spills (B)/a unique oil-

eating bacteria in the Mariana Trench, the (C)/deepest 

part of the earth’s oceans, a finding (D).

1. CDBA

2. BCDA

3. ACDB

4. ADCB

5. DCBA



Andhra Pradesh on Monday morning (A)/ EMISAT, from 

Sriharikota in coastal (B)/ the Indian Space Research 

Organisation (ISRO) launched (C)/the country’s first 

electronic surveillance satellite (D).

1. CDBA

2. BCDA

3. ACDB

4. ADCB

5. DCBA



in the favour of neobanks and FinTechs to enter the Brazilian 

and Latin American (A) / Nubank has managed to attract 

major international attention and investment (B) / with both 

an inherent structural need for disruption as well as positive 

regulatory developments (C) / financial markets overall, the 

future is bright for these companies, amongst which (D)

1. BCAD

2. CADB

3. ADCB

4. DBCA

5. No rearrangement required



by People for Bikes, an industry coalition based in 

Colorado, US (A)/ a bike for the first time in a year (or 

longer) (B) /since the onset of Covid-19, according to 

research (C) / one in 10 American adults reported having 

ridden (D)

1. ABCD

2. BDCA

3. ACDB

4. DBCA

5. No rearrangement required



there are deep ideological differences among India’s political 

formations, (A) / and there is competitive politics where each 

party has an eye on the next election (B) / supporters and 

opponents of the central government is difficult (C) / there is 

polarisation at the ground level where even a civil dialogue 

between (D)

1. ADCB

2. CDAB

3. ACBD

4. DCBA

5. No rearrangement required



Answer the following questions after rearranging the 

following parts into a meaningful sentence and identify 

the part which doesn’t fit into the sentence.



Gasoline demand is roaring back close to levels seen (A)/ 

opens up and avid drivers take to the roads after a (B)/ before 

the pandemic as the world’s largest economy (C)/ year of 

lockdowns and restrictions (D)/ before the Memorial Day 

holiday on Monday (E)

1. BDAE; C

2. BDEA; C

3. CBDE; A

4. ACBD; E

5. ABCD; E



And practically implementable solutions to the Delhi 

government (A)/ Its supply chain management in the national 

capital (B)/ The Indian Institute of Technology-Delhi has 

collaborated (C)/ recommendations for improving oxygen 

infrastructure and (D)/ with the Delhi government to provide 

strategic (E)

1. CEDB; A

2. DBEA; C

3. EDBA; C

4. CEBD; A

5. ABCD; E



The given sentences when properly sequenced forms a 

coherent paragraph. Each letter is labelled with a letter. 

Choose the most logical order of the sentences from 

among the five choices to construct a coherent 

paragraph.



P). Former President Donald Trump sharply attacked U.S.

Q).  infectious disease expert Anthony Fauci over his

R). handling of the coronavirus pandemic, demanded 

reparations

S). from China and denounced an investigation

T). into his finances in a speech in North Carolina

1. STQRP

2. PRSQT

3. TRPSQ

4. QSTPR

5. No replacement is required



P). against Hate member Khalid Saifi, arrested in connection 

with the northeast

Q). noting that they are not previous convicts nor gangsters

R). a Delhi court has dismissed a petition filed by authorities

S). Delhi riots last year, in fetters and handcuffs,

T). to produce former JNU student Umar Khalid and United

1. TQSPR

2. STQPR

3. PQRST

4. RTPSQ

5. No replacement is required



P). a huge surge of protesters joining the sites

Q). is the case, and all protest sites are witnessing

R). the government should know that quite the opposite

S). an image of dwindling numbers at the protest sites

T). While the spin doctors of BJP continue to try to create

1. TSRQP

2. PRSQT

3. QPRST

4. STQPR

5. No replacement is required



P). ICU and ventilator beds between September last year

Q). an “inevitable” second wave of COVID19

R). the Narendra Modi government’s decision to reduce oxygen

S). and January this year despite experts predicting

T). Congress general secretary Priyanka Gandhi Vadra questioned

1. STQRP

2. PRSQT

3. TRPSQ

4. QSTPR

5. No replacement is required



P). in Canada of the remains of 215 Indigenous students

Q). Pope Francis expressed his pain over the discovery

R). pressed religious and political

S). authorities to shed light on this sad affair

T). of church run boarding schools and

1. RSTPQ

2. QPTRS

3. PQRST

4. RTQPS

5. No replacement is required
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